The Cover Story
A Tale of Three Collections, Part I of III by Phil Fettig
Hopefully this is more than just another story about buying collections – I see something here to learn about
how these three philatelist collected and what the surviving family members knew about “all that stuff”. You
have heard me say, probably too many times, “there is no right or wrong way to collect – do what makes you
happy”. So having said that, I cannot be critical of what the first collector did, but I have a few comments on
how she maintained it. It appears the main portion of her stamp interest was in obtaining, soaking and
separating thousands and thousands of common low value definitives from France, Netherlands, Great
Britain (no Machins) and smaller amounts from other countries including the United States. Once the
preparation tasks were completed, then the stamps were mounted on white plain paper and placed in cheap 3ring binders with no order apparent. Figure (1) [On front cover] shows examples of this effort. Hundreds of
envelopes with these items, on and off paper, not yet mounted were found in a huge trunk, suitcases & boxes.
Next came the cover portion – some in albums and others loose in the same trunk and other storage items. In
one album, and various small loose groups, were some nice Space covers from the 1960's and early Colorano
First Day Cards. The vast majority of the covers were envelopes and cards, routine mail from the 1920s –
1940s. Many contained the original correspondence but far too many were torn open. Figure (2) [On front
cover] is the best of three Zeppelin covers, each with a C-18. Figure (3) [On front cover] shows four
interesting corner cards dating from 1913 and 1937. The 1913 Grocerier (spelling used in that time period)
letter contained a request for Italian food products and was written in Italian from a Pennsylvania
business. The space related cover, Figure (4) is interesting from the viewpoint of showing how actual real
time use of Spy Satellites was beneficial. Bob Dowrick determined that a suitcase was actually part of the
stamp accumulation and the flight covers were found there. The third part of the collection was postage.
The last portion (and the reason I purchased it)
shall go undescribed until a later article.
Now for the bad news -- and the lesson from
this collection. First, let somebody in your
family know what you have and how to
dispose of it; if not the family, then a trusted
friend. Some family members thought the
collection was valuable while others did not.
Second, and maybe most important, keep your
stamps safe and dry! First of all the items
were stored in an attic in Pennsylvania,
Figure 4
obviously with no climate control. Then a
move to Florida was made and most of the
items were stored in a huge travel trunk, boxes and a suitcase. Unfortunately all those containers were placed
in an attached storage unit at the back of the house and next to the swimming pool. There was no a/c. airflow
or windows in the storage area. Bob & I made several trips with material into the house to sort it out, with a
large part damp or mildewed. Closer to the trunk's bottom the mildew began to look like mold and I stopped
for safety reasons At the end of the day, I purchased the postage, some covers and a huge supply of used
common stamps. An auction company was paid to empty the house by the end of the day. Over half the
philatelic material was boxed and loaded for transport to the dump before we had packed my car with the
purchased portion. Much of this could have been avoided if sometime in the past the collector had discussed
the “stamp facts of life” with the family regarding storage and real value.
Next time – The world wide collector and his thirty-six Scott's Internationals.
[Editor’s Note: Part II will appear in the January 2016 issue and Part III will follow in February]
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